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HAT is going on down in Asheville, North Carolina, 

/ that the LaFollette Committee of the Senate, the Dies 
Committee in the House, the spokesmen for the Administra- | 
tion, the “liberal” newspapers and the radical radio broad- 
casters, are making such a fuss about? 

Not a week passes that some periodical or politician doesn’t 
do his screaming against a man named Pelley. 
Pelley lives down in Asheville, North Carolina, where he runs 

a publishing house. 
He is likewise the executive head of a national organization 
called THe SitversHirt Lecion of America. 
The radicals of the nation—particularly the Jewish radicals— 
foam at the lips at the mention of Pelley, the Pelley Publi- 
cations, THE SitversHirt Lecion or America. 
Why are they so exercised? 
How can one man kick up such a shindy? 
Here is the brief story of Pelley, his publications, and the 
organization which he founded in 1933... 

Who Pelley Is 

oa is a former newspaper publisher and novelist, 48 
years old, who back in 1917 was sent out to the Orient by 

the Methodist Centenary to make a survey of Foreign Mis- 
sions. While engaged in this errand, the Siberian Intervention 
was decided upon. Pelley got into khaki and went up into 
Siberian Russia. For nearly a year he traveled behind the 
Allied battle-lines as special survey official for the International 
Y. M.C. A. , 
This job took him all over Siberia at a time when Bolshevism 
was first engaging the world’s attention. He saw Communism 
strike Russia from a first-hand observation. 
Returning to America in 1919, he resumed his newspaper pub- 
lishing. But the vicissitudes of the next ten years finally took 
him to Washington, D. C. There he formed contacts with 

some of the biggest men in the Hoover Administration. His 
social friends included the Secret Service attaches of half a 
dozen foreign governments. 
Pelley began to be horrified when he-learned that many of the 
warst world scoundrels—whose names had-been of daily ana- 
thema among his war associates in Siberia—were turning up 
here in the United States and insidiously laying schemes to 
sovietize this country. 
When the panic of 1929 hit the nation, and Hoover was suc- 
creded by Roosevelt, Pelley was further staggered. to behold 
these same international renegades gaining official positions in 
the heart of our government. Or, if they did not gain offcia 
Positions in the heart of our government, become attaches 4” 
advisers to men who did hold them. The American peop’ 
Were utterly incredulous that any such skullduggery could po sibly be afoot. 
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He compared notes with secret service’ men quite as frantic as 
himself. He had access to many of their reports. 
Week by week and month by month, with his facilities for 
gaining information, he came to realize that unless’ someone 
suddenly stood up and did something about this menace, the 
United States was slated to go the bloody Communistic way 
of Russia, Hungary, Spain, and pre-Hitler Germany. So 
Pelley became almost the first man in this country, as the 
NRA came in, to standout alone and attempt to warn his 
fellow countrymen that a vast plot was afoot, engineered from 
overseas, to seize the Democratic Party, the Congress, and the 
government, and achieve by secret and tricky legislation the 
same regimentation of free American citizens that had been 
effected in Russia by starvation and machineguns. 

Liberation Is Begun 

OVING from Washington, D. C., to Asheville, N. C.; 
where better ptinting facilities were available, Pelley be- 

gan the publishing of a 12-page weekly journal. It was'called 
Liberation. 

The first issue of Liberation came out at about the time of the 
infamous Bank Holiday. 3 c 
The Blue Buzzard was then bedaubing all American shop win- 
dows. “Roosevelt was being acclaimed the Transcendent Magi- 
cian who would restore the country to normal in a twelve- 
month # 2% { 
Congress was hysterically passing bills for stupendous Relief — 
on. government finances. 
Everyone was saying: “Give Roosevelt a chance! Let’s see if 
his policies have any merit.” 
Pelley had ways of knowing that the Roosevelt. Policies were 
being propounded by the same minority bloc of radicals who 
had financed. the revolution whose horror-scenes he had lived 
through in Russia. 
Roosevelt himself, born. in the lap of luxury, who never made 
a payroll in his life, was vain, erratic, and a sick-man before 

+ he ever went into the White House. He was exactly the kind 
of stooge the Overseas Gang required to work their program 
of spoliation through the Congress. 
NRA seemed to be a heroic measure to cope with the Depres- 
sion, but under cover of the various Codes it merely put the 
Overseas Gang in possession of the most intimate details of 
Gentile business, both big and little. 
At the time the Supreme Court decision stopped that non- 
sense, Jews were going about Washington like a locust-swarm 
bragging: “We'll have every Gentile out of business within 
two years!” 
Over three hundred highly paid publicity experts, New-Deal 
press agents on government money, were flooding the nation’s 
newspapers with blatt, blither, and blah, on the marvelous 
things the‘New-Deal was going to do for the nation. 
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All of them boiled down to this: “We propose to spend your 
money till you haven’t got any more, then it’Jl be no difficulty 
to get you to agree to a revolution.” 4 
Pelley determined to come out in the open and tell the nake 
truth about all of it! 

The Skullduggery Exposed 

l 'HIS is not the first time in the nation’s history that a lone 

j journalist, adept in the use of language, with the courage 
of his convictions and a wealth of irrefutable information, has 
shaped the national destiny. 
Back in 1840 William Lloyd Garrison felt the same way about 
the evil of Slavery, that Pelley felt almost a hundred years 
later about the evil of Communism. 
Garrison’s Liberator, by steadily challenging the citadel of en- . 

sconced tradition week after week and year after year, finally 

aroused public opinion to action. . 

Curiously enough, Pelley’s Liberation began to gain to much 

the same’ attention. 
Pelley began a wholesale publishing of the basic skullduggeries 

that were everywhere in progress behind the scenes of State. 

@ In other words, “he gave the works away!” ; ; 

It is an interesting thing now to take up copies of Liberation 

of five years bygone and read prophetic descriptions of exactly 

what is happening in the era of the present. a 

Pelley said the NRA would fail, and told why—and it dg 

@ He said that Roosevelt was fatalistically in the gtip oi 3 

i itici i tt of the: 
ie of scheming overseas politicians, ninety percent , 

Jewish who would use him and his office to bring in Com: 
2 . . . 

ism through abortive trade-unionism. 

Dilley went ea the line on the inside record of each a 

pele as he was appointed by the influences behind Roo 

and disclosed what each man’s tie-ups were, making him ns 

obedient stooge of the clique that was out to loot America vi 

the public treasury and eventually make ona seem to 

ly escape from the economic predicament. _ 

Bante ie past Pelley was writing in Liberation the 

i i 1 
aper headlines of this moment! ? ; 

With no profanity intended, his writings raised hell! 

The Silver Legion 

I HAT can be done about this thing?” Heaae Per 

ple of intelligence who were reading Li ee em eae 

upon week and growing convinced that down a ore an 

lina was being published one journal that to 

We oo all of us get together in a nation-wide | ete 

sponded Pelley, “and so equip ourselves wath eed 

Red-Jewish tactics, purposes, and plocsere veiad of 8H 

respective locality shall know instantly ho 
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his unlearned fellow citizens when the aroused Christian ele- 
ment of the nation finally takes the form of vigorous vigi- 
lantism. In other words, there is a way to frustrate this revo- 
lution which the Overseas Gang is planning through its con- 

| trol of highest American officials at the top of our government. 
To be forewarned is to be prepared.” 
So to actualize the recommendations he was making weekly 
through Liberation, its editor founded the nation-wide organi- 
zation that was called THe Sirver Lecion. 
The purpose of THe Suver Lecion was to enlighten arid 
train leaders who should be competent to act in a time of 

* crisis—binding them together in a unified whole—so that there 
might be cooperation and cohesion among them throughout 
the forty-eight States. 
To recruit millions of men would take too much time, but if 
a handful of influential people were recruited in each place, 
and those people stepped forth and assumed charge of aroused 
citizens when red-strike situations such as at Warren, Ohio, 
were precipitating the destruction of citizen life and property, 
the effect would be the same as though those aroused citizens 
were tacit members of the Lecion itself. 
Such was Pelley’s plan and Tue Sitver Lecion started, 
Within three months it had begun to scour! - 

Opposition and Px tion 

IS is not the place to give the whole story of Tue 
Sitver Lecion’s vicissitudes since its inception on Febru- 

ary 18, 1933. Any stranger who wishe§ to apprise himself of 
the opposition and persecution which Silver Legionnaires have 
suffered for daring to uphold the Atherican political and eco- 
nomic structure, can have the detailed story by reading Pelley’s 
autobiography, The Door to Revelation. 
Sufficient to state here briefly that Jewish New-Dealers in the 
Congress, infuriated at having their machinations mercilessly 
exposed—particularly by one man‘started a mighty ball roll- 
ing to smear Pelley from the scéne. 
A congressional committee was hatched up, affecting to in- 

. vestigate “un-American” activities. Actually it was made up 
of communistic stooges and its purpose was to probe and 
smash Tue Sitver Lecion, secure a list of its members and 
send agents to terrorize them individually, then work as it 
could to land Pelley in jail. 

' At the same time, groups of New York radicals got a private 
purse together and hired ignorant North Carolina lawyers to 
go after Pelley’s publishing concern and put it out of business. 
Acting in cahoots with a North Carolina political ring, charges 
of having violated the State’s Blue-Sky law against un- 
registered stock-selling were brought against Pelley. 
The attack came on several fronts at once. 
The puzzled public accepted that Pelley didn’t have a chance. 
The most powerful interests in the nation were all out to 
“get” him—interests equipped with millions of dollars and 
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heavy federal influence backiig them. Pelley had only the 
slender resources from his Silver Legionnaires, with no political 
pull whatsoever, and every ‘hoodwinked newspaper editor in 
the country started yowling for his blood. 
Because Pelley had shown irrefutably that international or- 
ganizations of Jews were sponsoring, financing, and fanaggling 
Communism, the newspapers besmirched Pelley as a would-be 
Nazi, a Jew-baiter, a promoter of racial and religious hatreds, 
an agent of Hitler purposing to overthrow “democracy” * # 
The full force of utterly bedeyiled public opinion was massed 
against him. ee 
The radio was insolently denied him. 
For a period of seventeen weeks his publication was suppressed. 
@_It was secret skullduggery and persecution at its worst. 
And for a full seven months Pelley fought for his liberty— 
fought through most of those months mainly for his case to * 
be brought to trial. 
When. his case finally was brought to trial, it was proven that 
he had never sold a dollar’s worth of stock in North Carolina 
—in violation of the Blue-Sky Law or any other law—and 
the only thing the federal or/local ring “had on him”? was 4 
silly technical failure to register one of his corporations with 
the State authorities for the\ privilege of doing business in 
North Carolina and bringing thousands of outside dollars 
annually into the State. 
The Judge excused Pelley with a technical fine for this inno- 
cent oversight and he “wen “to his publishing business fp 

and his Sirver Lecion. ¥ 

  

| \ Suddenly every atheistic Jew and conniving radical in the 
country began to acquire the superstitious jitters regarding 
Pelley. Flow did he dare go to such lengths in his journalistic 
audacity, and how could he emerge unscathed with such 
colossal forces arrayed to smash him? 
All they could do was to launch a campaign of criminal mis- 
representation of his Movement in districts where he had no 
voice and could not answer back. 
They tried to inflame the Catholics against him, by. declaring 
that THe Strver Lecion was a repetition of the KKK, where- 
as Tue Sitver Lecion’s ranks contained hundreds of good 
Catholics who were among Pelley’s most loyal supporters %* 3 
@ They screeched—as Dickstein still persists in screeching in 
the Congress—that Pelley was an American agent for Hitler, 
that Hitler was supplying him with thousands of dollars, 
whereas Pelley’s income tax report shows exactly how much 
money he has had to, use and precisely where it came from. 
@ Finally the campaign of defamation became so preposterous 
that the Law of Diminishing Returns set in. ; 
People began to laugh at the hysterias of Pelley’s antea oes 
and decide that no man could possibly be so bad as America 

Reds were painting him. r 

Reaction began . 
Pelley’s following began to grow important. 

—————————— 
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For “five. years’ this battle has been going on, almost a One- 
Man War against all the forces of spoliation in the country, 
@ Acknonledgment is now coming that Pelley is winning it! 

: Hewing ‘to the Line 

ND yet down in Asheville, N. C., Pelley himself goes 
about_his weekly publishing business like any country 

editor anywhere in the nation. Outside his voluminous mail, 
and slipping from town occasionally to address outstanding 
meetings of patriots or confer with business groups who are 

} coming awake at last, he lives the daily life of an entirely 
inconsequential citizen. 
He knows the value of timing. 
Week after week he hammers away in his publication 
Liberation, catastrophically exposing whatever move the Great 
Radicals make to bring the nation within their final gtasp, 
issuing an.exhaustless flood of books and pamphlets that have 
their equal nowhere in the nation. 
He sees this great country gradually coming awake to this com- 
munistic menace. He sees the forces of vigilantism tighten- 
ing. He sces Roosevelt and his clique of New-Deal Jews be- 
ing daily discredited and taking the toboggan to oblivion. 
He knows that a vast economic crisis is ahead, as the after. 
math of NRA havoc visits its rigors on the nation. But he 
rests confident that he knows how to instruct his men what 
to do at its arrival, precisely as he has called the shots un- 
erringly on the Overseas Gang to the moment. 

You Should Read Liberation 

F YOU have never seen Liberation, if you are not a weekly 
reader of this history-making little publication, you should 

get yourself upon its mailing list.at once. It is the one abso- 
lutely Free Press which the American Gentile public pos- 
sesses in this strife-torn country, at the moment. 
Week after week Pelley has research editors comb the entire 
Kept Press of this nation for the vital and outstanding news 
of just how the real fight is going with the atheistic Jewish 
Radicals throughout the States. He prints this news auda- 
ciously, the only compilation of its kind from Maine to Cali- 
fornia * 3 

* All over the forty-eight States his own supporters and Silver 
Legionnaires act as volunteer listening-posts and help supply 
Liberation with thé type of news that the Kept Press does 
not print, : 
Sometimes Pelley uses an entire issue of his paper to publish 
his own red-hot castigations of this overseas plot that is ir. 
tefutably going hay-wire. A great surgeon in Texas epi- 
tomized Pelley’s literary style by his comment in a recent letter 
thus:..““You wield the. keenest pen of any writer I have ever 
followed” 3 3 
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But Liberation is not the’ only item issued by Pelley under the 
trade name of Pelley Publishers. 

“No More Hunger” 

HEN people demanded of Pelley, “How is the nation 

sat himself down and in three days wrote a book. In it he 
described exactly what the constructive Christian people of the 
United States could do as he saw it, to restore their country 
to a wholesome economic status almost overnight. He named 
it No More Hunger. 

It was toward the end of 1933 that this book was first pub- going to meet its cataclysmic national debt?” or, “What 
lished. Printing after printing has been struck off since that is to be done about this nightmare of Unemployment?” Pelley 

A NEW COMBINATION OF 

hte 4 primers 
      

  

ore 4 N O\MORE Th e & 

ov” \ HUNGER Presz 2 

  
    

WHAT AILS THE NATION ? 
Here is the whole story of Yiddish Cofiiitaid the story of the attack on the United States by 
means of the Brain-Trust, and the correction of both through the constructive induction of The 
Christian Commonwealth! The Four Primers shown above contain the inside facts you need. 

Furnished to you at one-half the cost of the former Combination, this new arrangement of 
4 Primers is designed for easier and quicker assimilation. 

$1 for the Four! 
THE PELLEY PUBLISHERS P. O. Box 2630 ASHEVILLE, N. C. 
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date. - Tens ‘of’ thousands -of:-peaple from Mairie to’ California 
have cried: “This isthe solution!” -. su : 
Evidently the: radicals: have thought so as well, because like 

Pelley’s- publications,’ and Pelley’s speeches, the censorship -has 
been clapped on tight on all jreviews. No word. of either 
Liberation or.No More.Hunger is permitted to get out to mil- 
lions of victimized Americans, trembling in their shoes at 
what may happen next. . { : sels BARS. 
No More Hunger is written by a man who has been meeting 
payrolls all his life, who made an outstanding success of his 
own life and affairs before He assumed to suggest palliatives 
for the nation, who has been for thirty years a close student 
of Money and Economics,/who understands human nature 
and the fullest extent of America’s bilking. : 
The price of this dynamic nd revealing little volume is but 
50c for the single copy, or/25c in lots of twenty for general 
distribution % . 
Many businessmen of large-affairs are now requesting cp 
employees to read No More.Hunger as a condition’ of con- 

{ tinuing employment with their firms! 

Inside'Information of Vital Importance 

i: YOU are a disillusioned and bewildered citizen, unable tr 
tell true news from propaganda, fearful over the develop- 

ments of the coming twenty months, hungry to know pre- 
cisely what can be done in this awful industrial and political 
bedlam, to bring order out of chaos, you should send a $4.00 
money order to The Pelley Publishers, at Box 2630, Ashe- 
ville, N.'C., and have Liberation and No More Hunger for- 
warded to you at once, 

No More, Hunger is. now. supplied stranger-subscribers as a 
gift with each $4.00. subscription, 
Begin to read ‘these Pelley publications. Get acquainted: with 
the gigantic task that Pelley has been accomplishing since 
1933 and which is still going forward” Acquaint yourself with 
Tue Sitver Lecion’s program and find out for yourself how 
sizable and influential the patriotic forces are which Pelley’s 
fighting efforts have been five years building up. . 
If $4.00 is a bit too much for you to remit just now, send in 
$1.50. Libération will be sent you over’ the next three’months, 
starting with the current week, and the book No. More 
Hunger will arrive by return mail as a paid-up purchase. 
Here is a doughty life-line thrown to thousands of hapless 
and confused citizens; almost upon the brink of despair & 
@ Pelley of THe Smver LeGion has demonstrated’ that he 
“knows the answers” ... he has called the shots of the na- 
tional marplots and will continue to call them until the fight 
is won. a 3 

@ Get in hue with Pélfey! He’s a good man to’ Aa q 
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@ Essential Publications 
  

  

LIBERATION WEEKLY Every Week 
A news magazine of 12-pages, 9x12 inches, containing un- 
censored, vital news of how the real fight is going with the 
atheistic Jewish Radicals throughout the States. 
By the year, $4 Six months $2.50 
  

NO MORE HUNGER 237 Pages 

In which is described exactly what could be done to restore 
this country to a wholesome economic status almost overnight. 
An unassailable solution of the nightmare of unemployment. 

Single Copies 50c _In lots of twenty, 25c ea. 

PROTOCOLS OF ZION 
This publishing house makes no attempt to authenticate the 
truth or falsity of the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion 
but handles a stock of them for the convenience of inter- 
ested readers who may wish to compare events happening na- 
tionally with the alleged Program of Judah which the 
Protocols are claimed to propound. 

Six for $1, 

  

Price 25c each 
  

WHAT EVERY CONGRESSMAN 
SHOULD KNOW 

A damning indictment of NRA as a Jewish radical set-up for 
securing political and economic monopoly of Christian 
America. New. pocket booklet protesting against domination 
of our government by excessive numbers of Hebrews since the 
advent of the New-Dealers in 1933 and printing a staggering 
list of Jews filling most of the truly vital offices in the Federal 
government. 

Price 25c each 
50 COPIES $7.00 

Six for $1 
100 COPIES $12.50 

  

THUS SPEAKS THE TALMUD 
A 40-page booklet of excerpts from the writings of the 
rabbis, giving chapters, verses and lines of some of its most 

abominable teachings. Not printed by Pelley Publishers, but 

retailed by them for those who want Talmudic authority for 
Jewish moral depredations. 

Price 15c Each 2 for 25c 10 for $1 
50 Copies $4.50 100 Copies $9 
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LITTLE VISITS Every Month 
A 32-page magazinelet, pocket-size, each issue containing the 
intimate life-story of some outstanding American who has 
made a worthwhile contribution to the nation’s greatness. 
Brush up on your history! 

Year of 12 Numbers $2 Six Months $1.50 
  

  

If you want your eyes opened to the concerted 
plans and progress over all the world to bring 
ruin to Aryan peoples, get a copy of 

HIDDEN 
EMPIRE 

This is an 80-page new edition in attractive 
2-color covers—brought strictly up-to-date. 
  

After presenting a resume of the beginnings of 
Communism in Europe and U. S., the balance 
of the book is devoted to the following 
subjects: 

Was Jesus a Jew? The Illuminati 
The Talmud Con- Germany 

demned Russia 
“Persecution” The Protocols 
“We have tarnished Religion 

and broken their Pacifism 
power” Money 

The World Menace Education 
Was Lincoln a Industry 
Victim? Governments 

The Powerful Kahal Propaganda 
  

1 copy, postpaid 25c 50 copies, $7.00 
6 for $1.00 100 copies, $12.50 

SELLING FAST! 

EDITORIALS 
By PELLEY 

Published during 1936 in “Pelley’s Weekly” 

  

Q Beautifully bound with plastic binding, hard 
finished cardboard covers, large type, fifty-six 
pages 10 in. by 13 in. 

@ These selected editorials present clearly to 
the reader Pelley’s attitude toward a variety of 
problems and situations that assail us today as 
individuals and as a nation. ; 
@ Titles of about half the contents are given 
below: 

My Lord Was A Man! 
Remember Ticonderoga 
Thou Little Valiant! 
“Ye Have Done It unto Me..” 
lt Will Happen Here 
Look Beneath Your Pews 
Tell Them, Nathan Hale 
Thus Our Chivalry 
The Quick and The Dead 
No, Not Destruction 
The Final Stroke 
What is Non-Resistance? 
The Price of Silence 
Is a Pogrom Inevitable? 
The Bag and The Cat 

Those Terrible Silvershirts! 

@ Readers of this volume will acquire an un- 
derstanding of the man Pelley, and an insight 
as to his motives and objectives. 

  

@ These 10 in. by 13 in. books, bound in a new 

type plastic binding, are delivered to you for— 

$1.00 PER COPY 
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Ready for Delivery! 

NATIONS 

IN LAW. 

  

@ This Two-Volume Work—which took ten years to write— 
tears into shreds the present notions of man as to what con- 
stitutes Law and reassembles the pieces into a structure of 
Jurisprudence that can withstand any test of Time or Racial 
Mischief put upon it. @ Pelley’s treatment of the League 
of Nations subject alone is worth the price of the two exquisite 
volumes into which this startling intelligence has been rendered. 
Same beautiful printing-binding as the book, “Behold Life.” 

@ Here are two books which, coming from the pen of the 
leader of the American Silvershirts, may have an important 
effect on America’s future foreign policy. 

Two Deluxe Volumes in-Leatherette 

‘Send $5 for Your Set Direct to 

THE PELLEY PUBLISHERS 
Box 2630 Asheville, N. C. 
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WHAT IT IS THAT ROOSEVELT 
KNOWS BUT IGNORES 

The President 

Knows 

@ The damning text of this Booklet was 
taken from the Briefs that were filed in 
the United States Senate by Chief Pel- 
ley’s counsel at the time of the litigation 
of the Silvershirt Legion of America 
against the LaFollette Civil Liberties 
Committee; opposing the granting of | 
any more public funds for the continua- 
tion of its work in the aiding of John 
Lewis and his ClO. @ This red-hot 
book builds a skilful case against these 
Soviet-promoters in our Federal gov- 
ernment, and contends that the Presi- 
dent is “‘wise’’ to it all but now finds 
himself “in” so far that he could not 
back out even if he desired. Make no 
mistake—THE PRESIDENT KNOWS! 

@ This is precisely the Booklet to hand 
to a skeptical political friend to give him 
his first inklings of enlightenment as to 
what has been going on behind the 
Washington scenes since Roosevelt 
took office! 

100 Copies $12.50 

Six Copies for a Dollar Bill 

One Copy, Postpaid, 25 Cents 

THE PELLEY PUBLISHERS           
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A CHALLENGE TO THE 

AMERICAN LEGION 

DUPES OF 

JUDAH 
The boys of the American Legion are continually shouting 
“No ‘ism’ but Americanism!” or “We fought to make the 
world safe for Democracy and we insist that democracy shall 

continue!” : 

Do they know to what extent they are parroting what Jewish 
aliens have subtly put into their mouths to parrot? Do they 
know the true causes of the World War or that they were 
sent abroad to achieve Yiddish designs with their lives? 

Jewish Machinations That Wrought 

the World War! 

Pelley Publishers announce a new booklet especially adapted 
to defeat the designs of the Jews to embroil us in another 
world war. Buy a packet of them and distribute them among 
the Legion’ boys in your community! Watch what happens! 

.25c Each, Postpaid $10 for 100 by Express 

    

THE PELLEY PUBLISHERS 
Box 1776 or 2630 

Asheville, North Carolina 

Please remit by Bank Check, Postal or Express Order, | 
or registered mail if envelope contains cash. Make all remit- 
tances in favor of THE PELLEY PUBLISHERS, Box 1776, 
Asheville, N. C., not to individuals. When. orders can con- 
veniently be sent by Parcel Post—particularly east of the 
Mississippi River—Pelley Publishers will pay transportation. 
On heavy bundle orders west of the Mississippi, expressage 
cannot be undertaken by Pelley Publishers at the foregoing 
Prices. Purchasers should be prepared to pay ten percent af 
value of orders for expressage when delivered. 
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